





































OF  THE  TRANSITION  METALS  ARE  THE  PYRIDINETYPE  LIGANDS  NOT 
ONLY  FOR  THEIR  COORDINATION  ABILITIES  BUT  ALSO  BECAUSE  THEY 
PROMOTE  IN  MANY  CASES  VERY  INTERESTING  PHOTOPHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES  (OWEVER  THE  NUMBER  OF  GOLD  PYRIDINEA  OR 
HETEROCYCLIC AMINEBC COMPLEXES IS LIMITED AND AS FAR AS WE 
KNOW  THERE  IS  NO  REPORT  ON  THE  LUMINESCENT  PROPERTIES  OF 
SUCH  COMPLEXES  !N  ENORMOUS  UNEXPLORED  POTENTIAL  EXISTS 




CON½GURATION  DISPLAYS  UNEXPECTED  CHARACTERISTICS  AS  ITS 
OBSTINATE TENDENCY TO FORM AGGREGATES THROUGH METALMETAL 
INTERACTIONS 4HIS PHENOMENON WAS TERMED ³AUROPHILICITY´ BY 
3CHMIDBAUR  IN  THE  EIGHTIES  AND NOWADAYS  IT  IS  CONSIDERED 
RESPONSIBLE  AMONG  OTHERS  FOR  THE  OPTICAL  PROPERTIES  THAT 
MANY GOLD COMPLEXES DISPLAY
)N  THIS  SENSE  THE  GREAT  NUMBER  OF  STUDIES  CARRIED  OUT 
HAS ALLOWED US TO KNOW THE CONDITIONS THAT A GOLD COMPLEX 
REQUIRES  TO  SHOW  LUMINESCENCE  4HESE CAN BE  SUMMARIZED 
IN THE SHORT METALMETAL INTERACTIONS THE GEOMETRY AROUND 
THE METAL CENTER OR THE NATURE OF THE LIGANDS THAT CAN ACT AS 
DONORS  OR  ACCEPTORS  OF  ELECTRONIC  DENSITY  OR  THEMSELVES  IN 
INTERNAL TRANSITIONS USUALLY AMONG P ORBITALS
7E HAVE ALSO WORKED IN ANOTHER CLASS OF LUMINESCENT GOLD
HETEROMETAL MATERIALS  THAT  BEHAVE  AS  LUMINESCENT  SYSTEMS 
AS  A  RESULT  OF  THE METALMETAL  INTERACTIONS  4O BUILD  THESE 
IT  IS POSSIBLE TO MAKE USE OF AN ACIDBASE STRATEGY  IN WHICH 




MOLECULES  WITH  A  GREAT  VARIETY  OF METALMETAL  INTERACTIONS 
AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES WHICH DEPEND ON THEM




!T  THIS  POINT  WE  WONDERED  WHETHER  THE  USE  OF  THE 
STARTING MATERIAL  ;!U##L	THT	=  THT    TETRAHYDROTHIOPHENE 
LABILE  LIGAND	  AGAINST  SUBSTITUTED  PYRIDINE  LIGANDS  WOULD 
BE A METHOD OF CHOICE  FOR  THE  SYNTHESIS OF DISCRETE GOLD)	 
LUMINESCENT  MATERIALS  7E  HAVE  CHOSEN  THESE  TYPE  OF 
MOLECULES  SINCE  IN  SPITE  OF  THEIR  SIMPLICITY  A  DEEP  STUDY 
ON  THEIR  PHOTOPHYSICAL  BEHAVIOR  FROM  EXPERIMENTAL  AND 
THEORETICAL  VIEWPOINTS  WOULD  BE  CARRIED  OUT  )NDEED  AS  IT 
IS KNOWN THE USE OF PERHALOPHENYL  LIGANDS BONDED TO GOLD 
CONFERS  A  GREAT  STABILITY  TO  THE  NEW  COMPOUNDS  DUE  TO 
STRONGER CARBONMETAL BOND FORMATION







DONOR PROPERTIES OF  THE  SUBSITUENT  IN  THE POSITION OF  THE 
PYRIDINE  LIGANDS  AFFECT  THE  PHOTOPHYSICAL  PROPERTIES  OF  THE 
GOLD  COMPLEXES  -OREOVER  THESE  PHOTOPHYSICAL  PROPERTIES 
HAVE BEEN STUDIED  FROM A THEORETICAL VIEWPOINT BY  THE USE 







"Y  CONVENTIONAL  REACTIONS  OF  THE  PERHALOPHENYL  GOLD)	 




#OMPLEXES    ARE  WHITE  SOLIDS  AND  COMPLEX    IS  A 
YELLOW  SOLID  AND  ALL  OF  THEM  ARE  SOLUBLE  IN MOST  COMMON 
ORGANIC  SOLVENTS  AS  DICHLOROMETHANE  ACETONE  TOLUENE 
ACETONITRILE  ETC  AND  INSOLUBLE  IN  NHEXANE  4HE  ANALYTICAL 
AND SPECTROSCOPIC DATA ARE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROPOSED 
STOICHIOMETRIES  )N  THIS  SENSE  THE  (  .-2  SPECTRA  OF  ALL 
COMPLEXES CON½RM THE COORDINATION OF THE PYRIDINE  LIGANDS 
TO GOLD)	  THROUGH  THE  SHIFTS  OF  THE  SIGNALS  OF  THE  AROMATIC 
PROTONS OF THE PYRIDINE LIGANDS TO DOWN ½ELD
.ATURE OF THE LIGANDS
4O  UNDERSTAND  THE  REACTIVITY  BETWEEN  ;!U##L	THT	=  AND 
THE  DIFFERENT  PYRIDINES  AND  THEIR  ELECTRONIC  BEHAVIOUR  THE 
ELECTRON  DENSITY  MAPPED  WITH  ELECTROSTATIC  POTENTIAL  %30	 
OF  ALL  THEM  WERE  OBTAINED  7E  HAVE  USED  ;!U##L	3(	= 
AS  A  MODEL  SYSTEM  THAT  REPRESENTS  THE  GOLD  PRECURSOR  IN 
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POLAR  MOLECULES  IN  WHICH  CHARGE  TRANSFER  TRANSITIONS  ARE 
PREDICTABLE 
!S  WE  HAVE MENTIONED  BEFORE  AMONG  THE  LIGANDS  THAT 
CAN ACT AS ACCEPTORS OF THIS ELECTRONIC DENSITY SUBSTITUTED 












IN  AGREEMENT WITH  THE CHANGES OBSERVED  IN  THE CALCULATED 
ELECTRON DENSITY MAPS FOR SELECTED SUBSTITUTED PYRIDINES
)N  THE  SAME  WAY  BY  THE  CALCULATION  OF  THE  ELECTRON 
DENSITY  MAPS  OF  TWO  EXAMPLES  OF  ;!U##L	8PYRIDINE	= 
8  -E 	 AND #. 		 COMPLEXES WE CAN OBSERVE THAT THE 
REACTION  BETWEEN  PYRIDINE  LIGANDS  AND  THE  PERHALOPHENYL 
GOLD)	  PRECURSOR  PRODUCES  HIGHLY  POLAR  MOLECULES  IN 
WHICH  DEPENDING  ON  THE  SUBSTITUENT  OF  THE  PYRIDINES  THE 



































THE  COMPLEXES  AND WHICH  IS  CHARACTERISTIC  OF  ALLOWED P¯P
 
TRANSITIONS  LOCATED  IN THE PERCHLOROPHENYL  RING ALTHOUGH  IT 
CAN BE OBSERVED A SIMILAR TENDENCY  IN THE BAND EDGE THAN 
IN THE FREE PYRIDINES 4HUS THE ABSORPTIONS SHIFT TO RED WHEN 




STRONG  BANDS  WHOSE  POSITIONS  DEPEND  ON  THE  PYRIDINE 
LIGAND  4HE  ENERGIES  OF  THE  EMISSIONS  ARE  IN  ACCORDANCE 
WITH  THE  COMMENTED  TENDENCY  AND  THEREFORE  THE  CYANO
PYRIDINE  DERIVATIVE  APPEARS  AT  THE  LOWEST  ENERGY  AND  THE 
METHOXYPYRIDINE  COMPLEX  AT  THE  HIGHEST  ONE  THE  REST  OF 









3INGLE  CRYSTALS  OF  COMPLEXES     OR   SUITABLE  FOR  8RAY 
DIFFRACTION  STUDIES  WERE  OBTAINED  BY  SLOW  DIFFUSION  OF  N
HEXANE  INTO  A  SOLUTION  OF  COMPLEXES  IN  DICHLOROMETHANE 
4ABLES  AND  CONTAIN  THE DATA COLLECTION AND  RE½NEMENT 
DETAILS  AND  SELECTED  BOND  DISTANCES  AND  ANGLES  )N  THE 
CASE  OF  COMPLEX    CRYSTALS  OF  TWO  DIFFERENT  POLYMORPHS 
WERE OBTAINED DEPENDING ON THE SOLVENTS EMPLOYED  IN THE 
CRYSTALLIZATION PROCESS #(#LHEXANE A	 OR TOLUENEHEXANE 





































































  )N  THESE  THREE CASES  THE PENTACHLOROPHENYL AND PYRIDINE 
RINGS OF EACH MOLECULE ARE NEARLY COPLANAR FORMING AN ANGLE 
OF   OR  FOR A  OR   RESPECTIVELY AND A 







TO  THE  CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC  X  AXIS	  IN  WHICH  THE  ORIENTATION  OF 
ADJACENT  MOLECULES  IS  IN  AN  ANTIPARALLEL  FASHION  OR  PARALLEL 
COUPLES	 AND IN WHICH THERE ARE NO FURTHER !U!U CONTACTS 
4HE  SECOND  POLYMORPH  OF  COMPLEX    B	  CONTAINS 
DISCRETE  MOLECULES  IN  WHICH  THE  AROMATIC  RINGS  INSTEAD  OF 
BEING  COPLANAR  FORM  AN  ANGLE  OF    &IGURE  	  !S  IN 











&INALLY  THE  ASYMMETRIC  UNIT  OF  COMPLEX   CONTAINS  FOUR 
MOLECULES IN WHICH THE PERHALOPHENYL AND TERTBUTYLPYRIDINE 
RINGS  FORM  ANGLES  BETWEEN    AND    SEE  &IGURE 
	  AND  THAT  ARE  ASSOCIATED  IN  COUPLES  OF  NEARLY  PARALLEL 
MOLECULES VIA UNSUPPORTED !U¨!U INTERACTIONS OF 	 
AND  	  `  THAT  IS  SHORTER  THAN  IN  A    OR    SEE 





)N  THE  INTRODUCTION WE HAVE MENTIONED ALL  THE  FACTORS  THAT 
CAN AFFECT  THE  LUMINESCENCE  IN GOLD COMPLEXES  4HE  RESULT 




FACTORS  AFFECT  IN  THE  EMISSION  ENERGY  BY  THE  ANALYSIS  OF 
THE  (/-/,5-/  GAP  ON  THE  CORRESPONDING  ELECTRONIC 
STRUCTURES
7E  HAVE  EMPLOYED  THREE  TYPES  OF  MODEL  SYSTEMS  IN 
ORDER TO RATIONALIZE THE FACTORS THAT COULD AFFECT OR NOT THE 
LUMINESCENCE  OF  THESE  GOLD)	  COMPLEXES  &IRST  WE  HAVE 
ANALYSED  THE MONONUCLEAR MODEL  SYSTEMS  ;!U##L	-E
PY	= AND ;!U##L	#.PY	= IN WHICH WE COMPARE THE EFFECT 









DIMER  ;!U##L	-EPY	=  IN  ORDER  TO  CHECK  WHETHER  THE 
DIPOLE DISPOSITION OF THE MONONUCLEAR COUNTERPARTS AFFECTS OR 
NOT THE (/-/,5-/ GAP
&IRST  THE  EFFECT  OF  THE  SUBSTITUENT  ON  THE  PYRIDINE  IS 
ANALYZED  4O  DO  THAT WE  COMPARE  THE  ELECTRONIC  STRUCTURE 
OF  THE  MONONUCLEAR  CYANOPYRIDINE  COMPLEX  WITH  THE 
METHYLPYRIDINE COMPLEX 4HE ORBITALS OF  LOWER ENERGIES ARE 
IN  BOTH  CASES  LOCATED  IN  THE  PERHALOPHENYL  GROUPS  AND  IN 




TRANSITION  MORE  ENERGETIC  AS  WE  OBSERVED  EXPERIMENTALLY 
4HEREFORE THE OBTAINED SEQUENCE WOULD BE LOGICAL IF ALL THE 
STRUCTURES WERE  ISOLATED MOLECULES  SINCE  THE ONLY  ANALYZED 














AGAIN  IT  IS  LOCATED  IN  THE  PYRIDINE  RINGS  BUT  THE  (/-/  IS 













DEPENDING  ON  THE  CRYSTALLIZATION  PROCESS  4HUS  WHEN  THE 








OF    WHICH  IS  IN  ACCORDANCE  WITH  THE  MORE  ENERGETIC 
EMISSION OF THE FORMER OBSERVED EXPERIMENTALLY )N THIS CASE 
THE  COMPOSITION  OF  THE  ORBITALS  IS  ALSO  DIFFERENT  AND  WHILE 


















Δ = 2.9291 ev









!FTER  THE  STRUCTURAL  AND  THE  THEORETICAL  ANALYSIS  OF  THE 
DIFFERENT  FACTORS  THAT  CAN  AFFECT  THE  LUMINESCENCE  ON 
THESE COMPLEXES ONE  IS  TEMPTED  TO  RATIONALIZE  THE  REASONS 
WHY THE DIPOLES ALIGN THE WAY THEY DO AS A  FUNCTION OF  THE 
SUBSTITUENTS  IN  THE PYRIDINE  RINGS .EVERTHELESS  THERE  IS  NO 
EVIDENT CORRELATION ABOUT  THAT  SINCE MOST OF  THE  STRUCTURES 
ADOPT  THE  ANTIPARALLEL  DISPOSITION  OF  THE  DIPOLES  THE  
METHYLPYRIDINE  COMPOUND  PRESENTS  TWO  POLYMORPHS  WITH 
PARALLEL  AND  ANTIPARALLEL  DISPOSITION  OF  THE  DIPOLES  AND 
½NALLY THE EXCEPTION IS ACHIEVED IN THE TERTBUTYL SUBSTITUTED 
DERIVATIVE  IN  WHICH  AN  ALMOST  PARALLEL  DISPOSITION  OF  THE 
DIPOLES  IS  OBTAINED  BETWEEN  MOLECULES  TOGETHER  WITH  AN 
ANTIPARALLEL  DISPOSITION  BETWEEN  COUPLES  OF  MOLECULES  AS 
SHOWN IN &IGURE  4HIS TREND WOULD BE RATIONALIZED IN TERMS 




BE  IMPORTANT 2ELATED WITH  THE AROMATIC  STACKING  IT  SHOULD 




BENZENE  STACKING  INTERACTIONS  HAVE  BEEN  CARRIED  OUT  AND 
AMONG THEM A RECENT STUDY REPORTED BY "7 'UNG ET AL ON 












Δ = 4.0663 ev Δ = 3.2426 ev
-5.6319 ev
-5.8310 ev





















































!LL  THE  COMPLEXES  SHOW  MONOEXPONENTIAL  DECAYS  WITH 
LIFETIMES  IN  THE MICROSECONDS  RANGE  TABLE 	  4HESE  ARE  IN 
ACCORDANCE  WITH  PHOSPHORESCENT  PROCESSES  FROM  EXCITED 
STATES OF TRIPLET PARENTAGE 4HEREFORE TAKING ALL THE PRESENTED 





THE  STRUCTURE  OF  THE  MOLECULE  IN  THE  EXCITED  STATES  4HUS 
THE TRANSITION BETWEEN THE GROUND AND THE ½RST SINGLE STATE 
PRODUCES A SLIGHT ENLARGEMENT OF THE !U# DISTANCE FROM  
TO    AND  AN  EVIDENT  RUPTURE  OF  THE  AROMATICITY  IN  BOTH 
RINGS  WHICH  IS  IN  ACCORDANCE  WITH  AN  ELECTRONIC  TRANSITION 
INVOLVING PDENSITY  BETWEEN  BOTH  GROUPS  !LSO  THE  TORSION 
ANGLE  BETWEEN  GROUND  AND  THE  ½RST  SINGLE  STATE  INCREASES 
FROM  TO 
!  NONRADIATIVE  INTERSYSTEM  CROSSING  TAKES  THE MOLECULE 







!U)	  COMPOUNDS  IS  VERY  SIMPLE  AND  THE  PRODUCTS  SHOW  A 
GREAT STABILITY AND POTENTIAL FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS )NDEED 
THE SIMPLICITY OF THE SYNTHESIZED COMPOUNDS PERMITS TO CARRY 












'ENERAL  4HE  COMPOUND  ;!U##L	THT	=  WAS  PREPARED  BY 
REPORTED  LITERATURE  METHODS  4HE  STARTING  MATERIALS  WERE 
PURCHASED FROM 3IGMA!LDRICH AND !CROS /RGANICS AND USED 
AS RECEIVED
)NSTRUMENTATION  )NFRARED  SPECTRA  WERE  RECORDED  IN 
THE RANGE  CM ON A 0ERKIN%LMER &4)2 3PECTRUM 
  SPECTROPHOTOMETER  USING  .UJOL  MULLS  BETWEEN 
POLYETHYLENE  SHEETS  #  (  .  3  ANALYSES  WERE  CARRIED  OUT 
WITH  A  #%  )NSTRUMENT  %!  #(.3/  MICROANALYSER  ( 
.-2 SPECTRA WERE ON A "RUKER !28   IN #$#L #HEMICAL 
SHIFTS ARE QUOTED  RELATIVE  TO 3I-E  
( EXTERNAL	 !BSORPTION 
SPECTRA  IN  SOLUTION  WERE  REGISTERED  ON  A  (EWLETT  0ACKARD 
  $IODE  !RRAY  56VISIBLE  SPECTROPHOTOMETER  %XCITATION 
AN EMISSION SPECTRA AS WELL AS  LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS WERE 



















































#OMPUTATIONAL  $ETAILS  FOR  $&4  AND  4$$&4 
CALCULATIONS  4HE  MODEL  SYSTEMS  USED  IN  THE  THEORETICAL 
STUDIES  WERE  TAKEN  FROM  THE  8RAY  DIFFRACTION  DATA  FOR 
COMPLEXES A B AND  RESPECTIVELY OR BY FULL OPTIMIZATION 
AT $&4 LEVEL OF MODEL SYSTEMS CORRESPONDING TO FREE PYRIDINES 
80Y  8   -E/ -E  (  #.	  OR  THE MODEL  SYSTEM  THAT 
REPRESENTS  THE  GOLD  PRECURSOR  ;!U##L	3(	=  +EEPING  ALL 
DISTANCES  ANGLES  AND  DIHEDRAL  ANGLES  FROZEN  SINGLEPOINT 
$&4  CALCULATIONS  WERE  PERFORMED  ON  ALL  MODEL  SYSTEMS 




FUNCTIONAL  LEVEL  BY  USING  THE  TIMEDEPENDENT  PERTURBATION 
THEORY APPROACH 4$$&4	 )N ALL CALCULATIONS THE +ARLSRUHE 
SPLITVALENCE QUALITY BASIS SETS AUGMENTED WITH POLARIZATION 
FUNCTIONS  WERE  USED  360	  4HE  3TUTTGART  EFFECTIVE  CORE 
POTENTIAL IN 452"/-/,% WAS USED FOR !U
#RYSTALLOGRAPHY  4HE  CRYSTALS  WERE  MOUNTED  IN  INERT 
OIL  ON  GLASS  ½BBERS  AND  TRANSFERRED  TO  THE  COLD  GAS  STREAM 
OF  A  .ONIUS  +APPA  ##$  DIFFRACTOMETER  EQUIPPED  WITH  AN 
/XFORD )NSTRUMENTS LOWTEMPERATURE ATTACHMENT $ATA WERE 
COLLECTED BY MONOCHROMATED -O +A RADIATION L   
`	  3CAN  TYPE W  AND  F  !BSORPTION  CORRECTIONS  NUMERICAL 
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BE  FOUND  IN  4ABLE    3ELECTED  BOND  LENGTHS  AND  ANGLES 
ARE  SHOWN  IN  4ABLE    ##$#  CONTAIN 
THE  SUPPLEMENTARY  CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC  DATA  FOR  THIS  PAPER 
4HESE  DATA  CAN  BE  OBTAINED  FREE  OF  CHARGE  VIA WWWCCDC










4HE  GROUP  IN  THE  5NIVERSITY  OF  ,A  2IOJA  IS  WORKING  IN  GOLD 
CHEMISTRY SINCE  AND THEY HAVE PRODUCED MORE THAN  
SCIENTI½C PAPERS AND TWO PATENTS 4HEY FOCUS THEIR INTEREST NOT 
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